Player Name ________________________________

Authorized Signature ____________________

Positive Achievements – Worth 1 point for each time achieved.

• THERE CAN BE ONLY ONE- Win a Game of Commander
• IT’S NOTHING PERSONAL- Eliminate a player
• THIS IS MINE NOW- Gain Control of another player’s permanent
• MEANWHILE AT THE HALL OF JUSTICE- Cast 5 or more Planeswalkers in a game
• THE MASTER RACE- Cast 15 or more creatures that share a single creature type
• I KNEW THERE WAS A REASON YOU CHOOSE ME!- Eliminate a player through Commander Damage.
• MY PUNCHES WERE ONLY AS STRONG AS MY PUNCHES, BUT THEN THINGS CHANGED- Cast a spell for its kicker or multi-kicker cost
• GOT TO PAY YOUR TAXES- Cause a player to sacrifice 5 or more permanents in a single game without using the annihilator keyword
• I REALLY LIKE TOYS- Play 5 or more equipment cards and equip them in a single game
• THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN- Control 5 or more legendary creatures at the same time in a single game
• THE SIXTH EXTINCTION- Destroy 6 or more creatures within a single stack

Negative Achievements – Lose 1 point for each time performed.

• IS YOUR NAME MORTON? CAUSE YOU’RE DROPPING A LOT OF SALT HERE.- Destroy more than 8 lands within a single stack
• WHAT IS THIS, TWILIGHT?- Use Sorin Markov’s second ability to reduce a player to 10 life
• I DIDN’T KNOW MAGIC WAS A SINGLE PLAYER GAME- Create a non-interactive infinite loop to kill a player
• SET PHASERS TO SCOOP- concede a game as you were about to be eliminated
• BRAD MELTZER IS A TERRIBLE WRITER ANYWAYS- Remove a player’s graveyard and hand from the game with the same spell